Artist Fee Structure

Volunteering Artist:

- New Artist Setup Fee $30.00
- Monthly wall fee at $7.50 per linear foot [limit of 8 feet]
  - Payable quarterly, semiannually or annually
- One bin rental per artist at $5 per month
  - Payable quarterly, semiannually or annually
- Sales: Gallery maintains a 15% commission, Artist receives 85%
- 3, four-hour shifts of gallery work per month
- Artists are required to keep their display fresh and current, displaying new work installations in April and again in November.

Non-Volunteering Artist:

- New Artist Setup Fee $30.00
- Monthly wall fee at $7.5 per linear foot [limit of 8 feet]
- One bin rental per artist at $5 per month
- Sales: Gallery maintains a 30% commission, Artist receives 70%
- Artists are required to keep their display fresh and current, displaying new work installations in April and again in November.